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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
Welcome to the
President’s Corner
     Last month I had just emailed
my writing to David Reddy for
publication in the Clinker Breaker

when I received a call that one of our members had been
injured in a non-blacksmith incident. This is not too
unusual in that this type of gossip has to travel at the
speed of light so you can be the first to tell someone else
of another person’s pain. As the story continues, with all
the speed attached, I am called later the same day with the
conversation starting off with “Guess what he just did!!”
In short, it was another injury.
       I know the term “Accident Prone” and I know a
number of people this term describes, but and this is a big
BUT, there are other expressions which need to adhered
to too: “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure.” or “Look before you leap.” These, as well of other
safety statements, have been around for a long time and
they are just as important today as they were when I first
became aware of them many years ago.
     What I am asking each of you to do is to have a safety
discussion with your associates in blacksmithing. In these
discussions, plan your activates with safety at the fore-
front. Some of the topics should include: 1. Slip, trip, and
fall hazards; 2. Power tool safety; 3. Propane gas safety;
4. Eye protection; 5. Hearing protection; 6. Clothing
protection; 7. Proper tool safety.  And the list goes on, but
be honest with yourselves and maintain your own safety
and good health.
     Safety is an issue that cannot be addressed enough. We
need to continue our safety discussions at the beginning
of each of our meeting and conclude with a discussion of
occurrences of the day with safety at the forefront. Safety
in our behavior and conduct needs to be seen in each of us
by others, because we are judged in our conduct.
     On a different note, for the 2016 Conference we were
blessed with a donation of $1500. to bring in an out of

country blacksmith. We have set up an account code for
this funding and I am asking for donations by each of you
to supplement this amount and make this happen. All you
have to do is dig deep and send your findings to the
Treasurer with a designation “Out of country
Blacksmith.” I know some of you will have to dig deeper
than others, but let’s start digging and make this happen.
     The SE Region is holding their Statewide Regional
Meeting March 18-20 and the NW just announced their’s
will be April 9.  Plan now to attend them both!

 Remember to welcome new members and aid in their
education to safely blacksmith.

Think Safe and be Safe,
                              John Boy Watson

Jimmy Corbet, founding FABA member, is under
hospice care at home.  Call him at 352-483-0570.  Not too
early, not too late.  He might even let you come by and
say “Hi!”  Write to him at: 16035 Umatilla Place,
Umatilla, FL 32784

Gloria Corbet
gjcorbet@comcast.net

2016 Southeast Regional Conference
March 18 - 20

Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Reservation Jupiter/Tequesta

DEMONSTRATIONS

Joel Schwartz  – Forging with a Hydraulic Press
Nathan Nettles – Chili Pepper Key Chain

Dark Angel Armory & Forge – Medieval Viking Sword

Sword, forged from 1075 carbon steel with decorative
cast bronze pommel and cross guard, will be raffled
off at the end of the conference. Please see the
Conference Flier starting on  page 6 for complete details.

Request an invite to our Facebook page: Florida Artist
Blacksmith Association Southeast Region ,for all the
latest information on the conference.
      Shaun Williams



GAS FORGE WORKSHOP
LED BY MIKE MURPHY

MARCH 12-13

Mike Bettinger is hosting a Gas Forge Making
Workshop and the regular NW March

meeting at his welding shop.

The workshop, run by Mike Murphy, will be March
12 and 13 (Sat. and Sun.) and will overlap with the
regular NW meeting on Sat. the 12th.
The workshop will run from 8:00am to 5:00pm both
days, ending when we finish the forges on Sunday. The
cost to participate in the workshop is $300.  (Everyone
who participates will receive a forge to take home).
Mike is asking that people who want to participate
send a $25. deposit, ASAP(for planning purposes), to
3440 Garber Rd. Tallahassee, Fl. 32303. Anyone
looking for more information or trying to make up
their mind, please feel free to call me(John Pfund) at
850-528-3280. I'm going to be one of the participants
in the workshop. I don't own a Gas Forge and have
never built one, so I'm really looking forward to it.

      John Pfund
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Florida Artist Blacksmith Association
Walt Anderson Scholarship  2016

This scholarship was established to honor the memory of Walt Anderson, one of our charter members. Its purpose is
to further the craft of blacksmithing and is available to any FABA member in good standing.  The award is limited to
the actual cost or $1000, whichever is lesser. It may be used for materials, tuition, lodging and transportation (paid at
the rate of 43.2 cents per mile or the actual cost of public transportation, whichever is lesser).
A letter of application or a detailed email may be submitted provided the applicant answers the following questions:

1. What is your name, address and phone number?
2. How much experience in blacksmithing do you have?
3. How will this instruction help you with your blacksmithing craft?
4. What is the name of the school you wish to attend?
5. What is the name of the course and the name of the instructor teaching the class?
6. What costs will be incurred (tuition, lodging, transportation, etc.)?

Note: By accepting the Walt Anderson Scholarship the applicant agrees to provide a demonstration of skills learned at
a regular FABA meeting,  and write an article  of the learning experience,  including  “how-to”, for publication in the
Clinker Breaker. The next item is not required but strongly suggested that an article made by the new knowledge be
offered for auction at the Annual meeting.
Completed letters of application or emails should be sent to John Butler, Chair , FABA Scholarship Committee, 777
Tyre Road, Havana, FL 32333 or jgbutler@sprintmail.com.
Deadline for receipt is June 15, 2016. Three finalists will be recommended to the Board. The decision of the Board
shall be final. The successful applicant will be notified.



Calendar of Events

NE  Mar 5 Leslie Tharp Designs, Gainesville NW Mar 12, Mike Bettinger Welding

SE REGIONAL MTG March 18-19
Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Reservation,
Jupiter/Tequesta 954-274-4873

SW Mar 26  David Reddy’s Shop,
3120 W. Burke St., Tampa 33614,  813-875-2098

The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region Bob Jacoby 904-613-2626 bobjacoby@bellsouth.net
Northwest Region John Pfund 850-528-3280 johnwpfund@aol.com
Southeast Region Shaun Williams 954-274-4119 chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com
Southwest Region  Austin Haley     941-504-5138  harpblue4u@gmail.com



REGIONAL REPORTS
NE Region News

The NE Region's
February meeting was
held at Steve & Dina
Estenson's shop in
Fruitland Park - they've
built a well equipped
traditional blacksmith
shop where Steve both
teaches classes and
forges various items
which he sells online.

The meeting was well attended and Steve demonstrated
tong construction and he generously donated his
demonstration tongs for auction at the meeting.  The
buck-in-the-bucket raffle
was successful largely
driven by Ronnie
Fowler's thoughtful
donation of one of his
pattern welded knives.
Ronnie is an American
Bladesmith Society
("ABS") Journeyman
Smith and his donations
always generate a lot of
intere$t.  In the
afternoon, Steve mentored some new smiths including
Travis Young who forged an S hook complete with
delicate scrolls on the ends.
 We're in for a special treat in March when Leslie
Tharp will host the NE meeting at her shop in Gainesville
on Saturday, March 5th.  The meeting will be centered
around the challenges and thrills of working with metal
on a large scale. We will touch on incorporating forged
forms into large pieces, welding, and low tech tool
building for big projects.   - hope to see everyone there.
 Leslie's shop is located just north of the 121 and 441
intersection in Gainesville, at 7325 NW 13th Blvd. Follow
the map to the shop, and call Leslie at 239-671-8399 if
you get turned around.

Bob Jacoby

NW - January Meeting
The Northwest FABA Region had a combined meeting
with the Southern Bladesmiths Association in Bainbridge,
GA at Bob and Ivy Stott’s home and forge. There were
three forge areas set up with two outside under overcast
skies and misting rain. John Boy was out in the weather

with Trevor Trugnan assisting. They were using a coal
fire and a post anvil that Bob and T. Paul McGowan had
just made. The post anvil weighs over 600 lbs! They
made a fire tool set consisting of a poker, coal rake, and
shovel. James Peterman, along with T. Paul McGowan
and Steve Enfinger, also worked outside, using a gas
forge demonstrating the making of knife blades. James
made a billet of Damascus and proceeded to make a knife
blade with it. The third forge inside was used by different
Smiths working on their own projects.

As the morning proceeded, attendance grew and, with
the chill in the air, we were all thankful for the many pots
of great warm (HOT) coffee we were supplied with.
 After the projects were finished, we had our Iron in
the Hat drawing and auction of the fire tool set. We had a
good number of hand made items donated for the
drawing. John Boy’s fire tool set sold for $80. And, in
total, we brought in $352. The drawing was conducted by
Billy Christie who was assisted by Lloyd Wheeler.
 We enjoyed a wonderful meal supplied by Bob and
Ivy, which consisted of four different types of chili and a
number of side dishes and deserts brought by Smiths and
their family members.
 When the meal was completed, we had a knife swap
with twelve Smiths involved. This was a progressive
swap with the swap limit of three times to the piece. The
drawing and swapping took some time to complete with
some outstanding blades. All of those involved in this
swap left with a smile.
 When we completed this activity it started to rain with
vigor and we called it a day.

Ron and Roger

The NW March Meeting will be held at  Mike
Bettinger’s Welding Shop on March 12th.
Mike is also hosting a Gas Forge workshop on that Sat.
and Sun. The demo for the meeting will be the Design,
Construction and Use of the Gas Forge.  Demonstrator
Mike Murphy will also run the workshop. See page 2 for
details. The address is 3440 Garber Rd. Tallahassee,Fl.
32303. Mike is going to provide grilled chicken and
beverages, so bring a side dish or dessert. Don't forget to
bring something for the Iron in the Hat. I am going to
participate in the workshop, I don't own a gas forge and
have never built one, so I'm really looking forward to it!
FLASH!  The NW Statewide Regional Meeting will be
held on April 9 at the Panhandle Pioneer Settlement
in Blountstown.  Leslie Tharp of Gainesville
www.leslietharp.com will be a featured demonstrator.

Hope to see You there!
John Pfund.



SE -  January Meeting
Hello again everyone and thank you for joining us for

another monthly regional report.  Our January meeting
was held at Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Reservation, Ralph
and Nathan Nettles, Ed Aaron, Sylvia Andrassy and I
were joined by our newest member Phillip Corsi.  In
addition to teaching Phillip some basic blacksmithing
techniques, the meeting was spent repairing and restoring
tools in the Southeast Region inventory.
  Saturday, Jan 30th, Sylvia Andrassy and I hosted our
first Introduction to Blacksmithing class for 12 students at
the Armory Art Center in West Palm Beach.  In addition
to learning how to cut steel stock using a hardie hot cut
and a handled top cut, forging a taper, scrolling and
twisting to forge an S hook, participants also learned how
to punch and drift steel to make a bottle opener.

The introductory class was such a success that we
have been asked to come back and teach a two-day knife
making class Feb 27 - 28.  During this two day workshop,
students will expand on the five basic forging techniques
they learned during the Introductory class to forge an
elegant Viking style bushcraft knife.  Students will learn
additional techniques of forging, metallurgy, grinding and
polishing and proper heat treating processes for hardening
and tempering carbon steel alloys. The Armory Art
Center has been a tremendous forum for exposing new
people to the art and science of blacksmithing.
  Well that time is finally upon us, that time YOU'VE
ALL BEEN WAITING FOR.  YES, IT IS THAT
TIME AGAIN, TIME FOR THAT ANNUAL
EXTRAVAGANZA, THE SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
CONFERENCE. Our conference is scheduled for
March 18 - 20, at Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Reservation
in Jupiter/Tequesta.   See the conference brochure
starting on page 6 for all the details.

I look forward to seeing all of you,
Shaun Williams

SW - January Meeting
Our January meeting was at Jerry Wolfe’s forge in

Sarasota.  It was a bright sunny day, but there was little
warmth in the sun.  Luckily for us, Jerry’s shop had a hot
fire going and it also shielded us from a cutting wind.
About 20 people were present, including snowbirds from
Vermont, Minnesota, Michigan, Pennsylvania and
Wisconsin.  We’re a tourist attraction!

Snowbird Dave Wirth warmed up the forge making a
scoop.  Then Jerry demonstrated making a large leaf.  He
started with 1” square stock and used the power hammer
to draw it out and roughly form the leaf.  Then he refined
it on the anvil and used the hot cut, chisels and punches to
shape and texture the leaf.

Eagle-eyed
people will spot
that the leaf has
a golden color.
We’ll get to
that.

Mike Barton gave us a demonstration of patina
making and how to adjust the formula he and Gordon
Williams presented in the February, 2015 Clinker Breaker
(http://blacksmithing.org/resources/clinker-breaker/) to
get different shades of color.

Mike used a rheostat that I had
brought to adjust the speed of the wheel
wire brush that he used to finish a piece
and gave us an impromptu demonstration
of how to use and how not to use a wire
brush!   Thanks a lot Mike!  More on
rheostats in an upcoming Clinker Breaker.

David Reddy

(Deep patina
rack.)

(Hammering after lunch).



MARCH 18-19-20

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association –

2016 Southeast Regional Conference

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association,
Southeast Region cordially invites you to
join us at our Annual Blacksmithing
Conference.

We are dedicated to education and the
preservation of the art and craft of
blacksmithing.

The event is open to the public.

There will be demonstrators, open
forges,good food, vendors, fellowship
and learning.

Come join us for a fun weekend or just
a day of forging and metal arts…

Watch the birth of a Viking sword!
Forged from scratch and auctioned off
as it’s finished.

Our artisans will demonstrate how to
make a steel jalapeño pepper and much
more!

Friday evening

Welcome campfire social with hot
chocolate, s'mores, wine,cheese and
savory snacks.

Saturday

     9 AM-12 Noon Forging with a
Hydraulic press

    10 AM-12 Noon Kids Forge

    10 AM-4 PM Viking Sword Project

    12-1 PM LUNCH

    1 PM to 5 PM Jalapeño Pepper
Workshop

    6 PM-Auction and trade item exchange

    7 PM DINNER

 Open forges will be available all day.

Sunday

    9 AM -12 Noon Open Forges



Viking Sword Project
The Vikings were amongst the fiercest Warriors
of all time. Trading and pillaging throughout
Europe, as far as Asia and the New World, Viking
warriors charged into battle wielding  powerful
swords of steel, some believed to be imbued with
magical powers.
Shaun Williams and the crew of Dark Angel
Armory will demonstrate the technique of forging
a Viking blade. The completed Sword with a cast
pommel and cross guard will be up for auction to
benefit the Florida Artist Blacksmith Association
Scholarship Fund.

Jalapeño Pepper Workshop
This interactive workshop will teach step by step ,
how a jalapeño pepper is forged out of a steel
tube. Participants will learn the various
techniques involved with forging their own
pepper key chain.
Our very own award-winning, skilled young
blacksmith, Nathan Nettles will lead this
workshop.

Forging with a Hydraulic Press
Renowned blacksmith,Joel Schwartz, will
demonstrate various forging techniques with a
hydraulic press. During this workshop you will
learn about tooling/die-making as well as how to
create repousse imprints with the press.

Kids Forge
 A two hour introduction to metalworking for our
youngest aspiring blacksmiths.

Demonstrations - Workshops

2016 Southeast Regional Conference
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For Sale:
Tire Hammer Plansby Clay Spencer

Send a check or money order for $30US to
Clay Spencer, 73 Penniston Pvt. Drive,
Somerville, AL 35670-7013. Or send $32US to
Paypal.Me/ClaySpencer. E-mail me at
clay@otelco.net. PDFs will be e-mailed
outside US. Phone 256-558-3658

Beverly shear blades sharpened. Remove your
blades and send in USPS small flat rate box
with check for $41US to 73 Penniston Pvt.
Drive, Somerville, AL 35670-7103.

2016 Southeast Regional Conference

Hotel accommodations:
Comfort Inn & Suites
6752 West Indiantown Road, Jupiter, FL, US, 33458-
3978
Phone: (561)745-7997
Fax: (561) 768-0022
http://www.comfortinn.com/hotel-jupiter-florida-
FL657?source=gglocalai

Fairfield Inn & Suites West Palm Beach Jupiter
6748 Indiantown Road Jupiter Florida 33458 USA
Phone: 1-561-748-5252
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/pbijp-fairfield-inn-
and-suites-west-palm-beach-jupiter/

Trade Item: continuing the tradition started at the
2013 FABA conference, Southeast Region will also
conduct a trade item exchange. The Trade Item will be a
forged bottle opener. Anyone interested in entering the
trade exchange, can make the item. Participants will bring
their item to the conference where they will be on display
all day Saturday. Saturday afternoon, after all
demonstrations are completed, the names of participants
will be placed in a hat and each will draw a name. Each
participant will get to take home the item made by the
person whose name they drew.

Tailgate Sale: All attendees of the conference are
welcome to bring items for sale in our Tailgate Sale area.

Food and refreshments: A delicious Southern
style lunch will be available on Saturday at $5.00 per plate
soft drinks and water will also be available for sale all day.
Location: The conference will be held at the Tanah
Keeta Boy Scout Reservation, located at 8501 Southeast

Boy Scout Road, Jupiter, Florida 33469. From I-95 in
Jupiter, Florida, exit Indiantown Road and head east to
Island Way. Turn left on Island Way and follow the road
4.3 miles to Southeast Country Club Drive. Turn left on
Southeast Country Club Drive and continue .6 of a mile to
Southeast Boy Scout Road. Turn Left on Southeast Boy
Scout Road and then follow the signs to our meeting area.
Accommodations: Free on location tent and RV
camping is available at Tanah Keeta Scout Reservation.
RV parking is allowed only in the designated parking lot
area and there are no RV utility hook ups. Cabins are
available at Tanah Keeta. Eight person cabins with
bathroom facilities nearby are $80.00 (1-8 people) for the
weekend. Two person dorm rooms that share a bathroom
with another two person dorm are $40.00 (1-2 people) for
the weekend.
Tent and RV camping is also available at Jonathan
Dickinson State Park, 16450 Southeast Federal Highway,
Hobe Sound, Florida 22455. (772) 546-2771.
http://www.floridastateparks.org/jonathandickinson/

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) is a
not-for-profit organization chartered with the State of Florida
and is dedicated to promoting and expanding the horizons of
architectural, artistic and practical  blacksmithing while
preserving the rich heritage of this craft. FABA Officers and
members assume no  responsibility or liability for injuries or
damage caused as a result of the use of any information,
materials, design, techniques, etc. contained in this newsletter,
our website, http://www.blacksmithing.org, our Facebook
Page  or  provided at meetings or demonstrations.
Contributions to FABA are tax-deductible to the extent
provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker
monthly and FABA membership includes a subscription.  We
solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to
FABA’s purposes.  Send to: editor@blacksmithing.org  Materials
submitted must be your own work and citations of others must be
clearly identified.  By submitting material, you are allowing FABA
to edit, print and post them to FABA’s website.  ABANA Chapter
newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to
the author and this newsletter.  You need the publisher’s permission
to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.



FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION
Budget for 2016

2009   2010      2011    2012  2013    2014 2015   2016
Actual  Actual Actual   Actual  Actual  Actual Actual  Approved

OPERATIONS:
SOURCES:
Membership Registration $4,280    $6,620 $4,679    $5,300  $5,248     $5,575  $4,572     $5,500

 Conference Registration                 5,232      6,742    5,737       6,577     4,870  4,060     5,176       5,600
Conference Buck in Bucket                378          576        674     831        600     700
Conference Auction                              4,869      5,622    4,267       4,705     7,646  6,478     7,028  7,000
Conference Class Revenue                                                       3,259  3,965     4,726       4,700
Other Conference Revenue                           1,945  2,608     2,166       2,200
Merchandise Sales              1,150     4,365    2,468       1,920     1,380  1,028     2,441  3,000
Regional Buck in Bucket                 3,102     2,183    1,700       2,968     2,764  3,179     2,625       3,000
Interest                -                                     1,767         2,590         789        557     351        126          150
SBA Share (Madison, GA)                 2,000          -            1,000          -              -               -       1,000        -
Grants Received                                       -            -               -            -             3,860        3,938                     800
Misc. Income                                       105    1,247            200          -             2,000   6,001                     3,500

TOTAL SOURCES $20,738 $28,546 $23,019 $22,835 $34,202 $32,013 $36,461 $36,150

USES:
Conference        $12,831    $8,305      $9,494   $10,832     $13,638  $19,529   $14,941   $16,500
Travel Board Members                                         1,059         630       810       1,380      1,500        1,500
Bank Charges                          88       382            403         271         21          419       781           475
Clinker Breaker Expenses  5,697    9,372         4,779      3,878    3,823       3,571    4,378        4,400
Office Expense                        571    2,648            289         323       653          406       340           400
Business Expenses             70       162            131          231       270          145       136           200
Merchandise for Resale           -           3,091      1,695    1,499       1,331    6,958        5,400
Regional Mtgs                     1,000           -       955            -         153          556       150        2,400
Special Grants                                           1,675         500           -         -             -         -
Awards & Scholarships        1,000    1,000              21      1,935           -        3,108    2,075        2,000
Insurance                                                           447         445       660          647       691           700
Indpendent CPA Review of books                                              375          -                -
Memberships                                                         305      250          200       200           200
Special Programs                                        -            -               -
Misc.                                          884   1,525              -      -             -              191       200           500
Capital Expenditures                                           629    1,634         1000

 s
TOTAL USES $21,141 $27,955  $20,948 $20,849 $21,609 $31,156 $33,984 $35,675
NET CHANGE

FROM OPERATIONS -$403       $591   $2,071   $1,986 $12,594    $857   $2,477      $475

notes:
  $1500 added to conference Special donation
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Building A Quality Knife

 Bill Greer

The Walt Anderson Scholarship provided me the
opportunity to study with ABA Master Bladesmith
Timothy Potier in Oberlin Louisiana where I learned how
to build a quality knife. Each step in this lengthy process
from forging to making the handle deserve its own article
but several techniques and practices are particularly
important. Here are a few.

  Mill scale is not your friend. Scale (iron oxide) readily forms when
forging metal. For some applications it doesn’t matter, but for knifemaking
it causes problems. If scale forms while forging,  it can be hammered into
the steel. This produces small pockets of hard scale in the blade that may
not be obvious until blade grinding begins. Typically, as the grinding
progresses, persistent pits or craters remain. In order to remove these pits,
significant metal has to be ground away and what starts out as a bowie
knife becomes a paring knife by the time the pits are removed. Fortunately,
there are several ways to prevent scale.

1.  Heat the blade to cherry red and no hotter.

2. Supply only enough air to the forge to maintain the temperature. Excess air creates scale.

3. Coal and coke create less scale than propane.

4. Wire-brushing the blade and anvil can reduce scale buildup.

5.  Wetting the anvil face before hammering blows off scale from the
   heated blade. Some Japanese  swordmakers dip their hammers or
   even keep them in a container of water. Each time the wet
   hammer touches the hot blade it removes scale.

Grinding the blade is a very important step in making a quality
knife. Balance and symmetry are  keys to making visually
appealing blades. Controlling these two elements requires precise
grinding and establishing reference points makes this much easier.
I learned to use two of these points.
  The first one is the ricasso, which is the rectangular shape
between the tang and the blade. It is not only the center or focal
point of a finished knife; it is also the visual transition between the
handle and blade. The ricasso is also one of the most important
reference points for creating the rest of the knife. Care should be
taken to make the ricasso a precise rectangle with squared and
symmetrical surfaces.



Building a Quality Knife continued

The second reference point is a straight line scribed along the cutting edge to
make sure the tang/handle and blade are all straight and aligned. This reference line is
done after the blade shape and ricasso are completed but before the blade is ground.
The most accurate way to create this line is by sandwiching the blade at the ricasso

between two small machinist’s parallel plates in a vise. The
overall thickness of the ricasso and the two plates is
measured with steel calipers. The total measurement is
divided in half and is set on the calipers. One jaw of the
calipers is slid along one of the parallel plates while the
other jaw edge scribes a line down the edge of the knife.
This line instantly shows whether the tang/handle and blade
are aligned and how much metal to remove from the blade to
make the blade symmetrical. Another method that’s easier
but less accurate uses a center finder (Uncle Al’s Knife Supply). This small device scribes a
line down the center of the blade but does not show the alignment of the parts.

One of the most useful aids to precise blade grinding is the
push stick. This simple tool directs pressure against specific
areas to be ground. This stick is held in one hand and the blade
in the other. The end of the stick presses the blade against the

grinding belt. A push stick can be made in many shapes but usually has a smooth
rounded end and fits the hand comfortably. The smooth end makes the blade slide easily
and an amazing amount of precision and control can be focused on different areas of the
blade with these sticks.
  In knifemaking, worn grinding belts are another enemy. It’s tempting to squeeze
every bit of life out of a belt. This is false economy. The time and effort needed to
correct problems created by bad belts far outweighs any savings. A worn 150-grit belt
does not turn into a 220-grit belt. Rather, it tracks poorly which reduces grinding
control. A bad belt cuts unevenly because the abrasives are exhausted in different places.
This creates uneven scratches and an uneven blade. Most of us are challenged enough
learning to grind precisely without introducing things that undermine our efforts.
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Credit Card Visa__ MC__ Discover__
#_____________________________________
V code_____ Exp Date___________
Signature______________________________

Your FABA membership begins when your application and
membership fee is received. Membership is per family and lasts one
year. Send $25.00 fee and application to:

Leilani Aletras, FABA Treasurer
P.O. Box 180622
Tallahassee, FL 32303

FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.

Date __________ New____  Renewal ____

Name_________________________________ __
Spouse’ Name  ____________________________
Address__________________________________

_____________________________________ ____
City State Zip
Phone:________________________________
E-Mail__________________________________________
Check here to get color newsletter by PDF______

MARCH, 2016

President John Watson 850-421-8005 Circlejbar3@gmail.com
Vice President Billy Christie 850-421-1386 chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
Treasurer Leilani Aletras         treasurer@blacksmithing.org
Secretary    Gene Kovacs    850-539-2345    gbkovacs@bellsouth.net
Program Chairman Kirk Sullens 352-357-7221 kirksullens@gmail.com
Past President Jerry Wolfe 941-355-5615 wolfeforge@hotmail.com
Trustee NE Jordan Thomas 352-478-9580 firebrandforge@hotmail.com
Trustee NW Ron Childers 850-556-8403 Ron@munlaw.net
Trustee SE Ralph Nettles 561-906-2827 ralphnettles@msn.com
Trustee SW   Allen Branch   863-235-0033  branchforge@embarqmail.com
Editor David Reddy 813-875-2098  editor@blacksmithing.org

WebMaster Michael Kummer  941-345-5745  web@blacksmithing.org

FABA Officers

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association
Leilani Aletras, Membership
PO Box 180622
Tallahassee, Fl 32303

Any fees incurred by returned checks will be passed back to the member.
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